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SUMMARY

Objective: Evidence for the efficacy and safety of adjunctive lacosamide in the treat-

ment of partial-onset seizures (POS) was gained during placebo-controlled clinical tri-

als in patients with treatment-resistant seizures who were taking one to three

concomitant antiepileptic drugs (AEDs). The VITOBA study (NCT01098162) evalu-

ated the effectiveness and tolerability of adjunctive lacosamide added to one baseline

AED in real-world clinical practice.

Methods: We conducted a 6-month observational study at 112 sites across Germany.

Adult patients (≥16 years) with POS received lacosamide adjunctive to only one base-

line AED. Seizure frequency reduction at the end of the observation period was com-

paredwith a 3-month retrospective baseline period.

Results: Five hundred seventy-one patients received lacosamide at least once (Safety

Set [SS]); 520 provided evaluable seizure records (Full Analysis Set [FAS]); and 499

took in-label dosages of lacosamide (up to 400 mg) and were evaluated for effective-

ness (modified FAS). Median baseline seizure frequency was 2.0 per 28 days: 47.1% of

patients (235/499, mFAS) took a concomitant sodium channel–blocking (SCB) AED;

38.1% (190/499) had only one lifetime AED; and 18.4% (92/499) were aged ≥65 years

(mFAS). At the final visit, 72.5% (358/494) of patients showed a ≥50% reduction in sei-

zure frequency from baseline, 63.8% (315/494) showed a ≥75% reduction, and 45.5%

(225/494) were seizure-free. Seizure freedom rates were higher in patients aged

≥65 years (56.7%) compared with patients aged <65 years (43.1%), in patients with

≤5 years epilepsy duration (52.5%) versus >5 years duration (41.0%), and when added

to first monotherapy (60.5%) rather than as a later therapy option. Treatment-emer-

gent adverse events (TEAEs) were reported by 48.5% (277/571) of patients (SS), with a

profile similar to that observed in pivotal trials; 466 of patients (81.6%, SS) continued

lacosamide therapy after the trial.

Significance: These results suggest that lacosamide use, added to one concomitant

AED, was effective at improving seizure control and was well tolerated in patients

treated in routine clinical practice.
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Key Points
• This prospective real-world study demonstrated the
effectiveness, safety, and tolerability of adjunctive
lacosamide when added to one concomitant AED in
patients with POS

• During the last 3 months, 45.5% of patients achieved
seizure freedom and 72.5% were ≥50% responders

• In patients aged ≥65 years, 56.7% were seizure-free
and 81.1% were 50% responders during the last
3 months with related rates of adverse events compa-
rable to those of younger patients

• Similar outcomes were observed when patients were
grouped according to concomitant use of sodium
channel–blocker [SCB(+)] AED or no sodium chan-
nel–blocker [SCB(�)] AED use

• The addition of lacosamide therapy in patients from an
early treatment population in this study was generally
well tolerated

After an epilepsy diagnosis, the goal of antiepileptic drug
(AED) therapy is seizure freedom with few or no adverse
drug reactions (ADRs).1,2 The challenge is to select one
AED or AED combinations that best attain seizure freedom
while minimizing ADRs. Many newly diagnosed patients
are successfully treated with their first AED monother-
apy.3,4 However, >50% of patients will require changes to
their initial AED regimen to further reduce seizure fre-
quency or eliminate intolerable ADRs. Such changes
include switching monotherapy regimens or initiating AED
polytherapy.4

Lacosamide is a third-generation AED that selectively
enhances sodium-channel slow inactivation.5,6 It is indi-
cated at doses up to 400 mg/day as monotherapy and
adjunctive therapy in patients (≥17 years) with partial-onset
seizures (POS) in the United States7 and as adjunctive ther-
apy for adolescents and adults (≥16 years) with POS in the
European Union.8 The efficacy, safety, and tolerability of
adjunctive lacosamide was established in three randomized,
double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trials comprising
1,308 patients with POS.9–12 Addition of lacosamide to one
to three baseline AEDs resulted in significant reductions in
seizure frequency compared to placebo, with significantly
higher proportions of patients experiencing a ≥50% reduc-
tion in seizure frequency from baseline.9–11 In a pooled effi-
cacy analysis of the three pivotal trials, 44.3% and 21.9% of

patients (modified intent-to-treat [ITTm] population) ran-
domized to lacosamide 400 mg/day achieved a ≥50% or
≥75% reduction in seizure frequency. Moreover, 3.3% of
the patients taking 400 mg/day lacosamide and completing
the maintenance phase of the pivotal studies experienced
seizure freedom.13 The majority of treatment-emergent
adverse events (TEAEs) were mild-to-moderate in intensity,
with the most common dose-related AEs being dizziness,
nausea, vomiting, fatigue, ataxia, and diplopia.9–11

Randomized, double-blinded, placebo-controlled clini-
cal studies are designed to evaluate the efficacy and safety
of new drugs in an idealized setting, with minimal influ-
ence from external factors, such as patient or physician
preference and placebo effects.14 The results of such clini-
cal studies may be difficult to extrapolate to patients in
real-world practice settings, since cohorts may not be rep-
resentative of the true patient population and treatment
regimens are often less flexible than those used in daily
practice.15 Observational studies involving patients in
clinical practice complement randomized clinical studies
by evaluating the effectiveness of medications in a
broader range of patient types, use of flexible dosing, and
physician treatment preferences.16 Therefore, observa-
tional studies inform more about the effect of drug treat-
ment, which includes all these external factors, while
randomized clinical studies focus on the drug effect itself
by minimizing the external factors. The three pivotal dou-
ble-blind trials compared the efficacy of lacosamide to
placebo within stringent parameters, including fixed-dose
titration and maintenance schedules.9–11 The majority of
patients enrolled in these studies had treatment-refractory
epilepsy with a mean time since diagnosis of 24 years and
a median baseline seizure frequency per 28 days of 11.5
seizures, despite treatment with two (62%) or three (22%)
concomitant AEDs. Moreover, 77% of patients enrolled in
these studies had been treated with four or more AEDs
prior to study start, with 45% having tried more than
seven AEDs, and 82% of patients having been treated
with therapy combinations that included at least one tradi-
tional sodium channel–blocking AED [SCB(+)].9–11

In contrast to the pivotal trials and as observed in daily
practice, lacosamide therapy is used in patients with less
treatment-refractory epilepsy, often adjunctive to only one
concomitant AED. In addition, flexible dosing of lacosa-
mide is considered an effective method for achieving sei-
zure control while minimizing AEs, according to the needs
of the patient. The objective of this real-world analysis in a
clinical practice setting was to evaluate the seizure control
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and tolerability of lacosamide in adults with POS receiving
only one concomitant AED.

Methods
Study design and subjects

This was a 6-month prospective, noninterventional study
conducted at 112 sites in Germany (VITOBA: VImpat
added To One Baseline AED; NCT01098162; SP0973). To
ensure representation from different treatment settings, spe-
cialized epilepsy outpatient units, hospital-based neurolo-
gists, and office-based neurologists were chosen with the
presumption that the majority of patients with less severe
disease (i.e., less treatment refractory) would be treated by
office-based neurologists. All patients meeting the inclusion
criteria were consecutively enrolled over a period of
approximately 2 years.

Adult and adolescent patients (aged ≥16 years) with a
POS diagnosis (with and without secondary generalization)
and receiving only one baseline AED were eligible for
enrollment if a physician’s decision to add lacosamide had
been reached prior to, and independently of, the decision to
include the patient in the study. Lacosamide treatment may
have been started up to 2 weeks prior to study inclusion. At
inclusion, patients provided seizure frequency for the
3 months prior to the first lacosamide dose (3-month retro-
spective baseline). Patients were observed systematically
for 6 months or until treatment discontinuation. Patient vis-
its were based on the expected clinical routine, with a visit
scheduled at around month 3. A final visit was conducted at
aroundmonth 6 or study termination. At the final study visit,
the seizure frequency was reported for the last 3 months
prior to the last visit (i.e., since month 3 visit). Patients
reported seizure activity according to usual clinical practice;
that is, either through spontaneous reporting or from the use
of a seizure diary. Because the study was noninterventional,
however, the patients were not required to use a diary.
Although approximately half of the patients did so, it is
unknown how many of the remaining patients used seizure
diaries and how many provided estimates. The study proto-
col was reviewed by institutional and local ethics commit-
tees, and all patients provided signed informed consent for
use of their medical data.

Assessments
Outcome variables related to seizure control included

≥50% and ≥75% responder rates, and seizure freedom rates
at the final visit of the 6-month observation period com-
pared with the 3-month retrospective baseline. Responder
rates were based on the difference in seizure frequency
between the 3-month retrospective baseline frequency and
the seizure frequency at the final visit; patients who were
seizure-free at baseline were included in the analysis based
on their change in seizure frequency and classified as either
worsened or unchanged. The physician-assessed Clinical

Global Impression of Change (CGI-C) was included as an
efficacy variable. Safety variables included the incidence of
TEAEs, serious TEAEs, and TEAEs leading to lacosamide
discontinuation, which were reported spontaneously by the
patient or observed by the investigator. Additional prede-
fined and post hoc subgroup analyses were undertaken to
detect possible differences in outcomes by age; duration of
disease; whether patients were enrolled by specialized epi-
lepsy centers, hospital-based neurologists, or office-based
neurologists; and type of baseline AEDs (traditional sodium
channel blocker: SCB(+) [carbamazepine, lamotrigine,
oxcarbazepine, phenytoin] vs. a nontraditional sodium
channel blocker: SCB(�) [valproic acid, topiramate, and
levetiracetam]).

Analysis
Because of the observational nature of the study design,

all statistical analyses were explorative, and therefore only
descriptive statistical procedures are reported. The
enrolled set comprised all patients included in the study
and for whom baseline examination data were available.
Seizure control was analyzed using the full analysis set
(FAS) comprising all patients who received at least one
lacosamide dose and had valid baseline and postbaseline
seizure frequency values. A modified FAS (mFAS:
patients treated with only in-label lacosamide doses [up to
400 mg/day] at any time during the study period) was
used to assess seizure freedom, change in seizure fre-
quency, and ≥50% and ≥75% responder rates for the final
visit of the 6-month study period. Odds ratios (ORs) were
calculated between subgroups for patients achieving ≥50%
and ≥75% response to treatment or seizure freedom; ORs
were not prespecified in the study analysis plan and are
descriptive only. Safety analyses were conducted on the
safety set (SS), comprising all subjects who received at
least one lacosamide dose. AEs were coded using the
MedDRA dictionary.

Results
Patient disposition

A total of 573 patients were enrolled in the study. Two
patients did not take a dose of lacosamide and were
excluded; the remaining 571 patients were included in the
SS. The FAS comprised 520 patients, since 51 patients
incurred one or more protocol violations (19 patients took
>1 baseline AED when starting lacosamide [e.g., benzodi-
azepines or pregabalin; n = 16]; 19 patients had no valid
post-baseline seizure frequency assessment). The mFAS
comprised 499 patients (patients receiving doses >400 mg/
day were excluded). One hundred five enrolled patients
(18.3%) terminated the study prematurely. Reasons for dis-
continuing included AEs (61 patients [10.6%, enrolled set]),
patient request (30 patients [5.2%]), lack of efficacy (17
patients [3.0%]), lost to follow-up (12 patients [2.1%]), and
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others (three patients [0.5%]). After the study end, 466
patients (81.6%, SS) continued lacosamide therapy.

Demographics and epilepsy characteristics
The baseline demographics and clinical characteristics of

patients in this study were similar across all analy-
sis sets (SS, FAS, andmFAS). Patients were recruited from 12
specialized epilepsy outpatient units (n = 103 patients;
mFAS), 14 hospital-based neurologists (n = 51), and 86
office-based neurologists (n = 345). In the mFAS (N = 499),
mean SD; standard deviation patient age was 47.1 years
(17.0 years); 51.3% of patients were female. The median fre-
quency of seizures per 28 days at baseline was 2.0 (range 0–
504); themean (SD) frequency of seizures per 28 days at base-
line was 8.15 (30.27). Table 1 presents the baseline demo-
graphics and clinical characteristics of patients in the mFAS
and SS, and compares these with pooled data from patients in

the pivotal studies.12 mFAS patients had lower median seizure
frequency per 28 days (2.0 vs. 11.5), a shortermedian duration
of epilepsy (8.0 vs. 24.0 years) at baseline, and tried fewer
AEDs (6.2 vs. 44.9% tried ≥7) than patients in the pivotal trials
(Table 1). A higher proportion of patients were treatedwith an
SCB(�) baseline AED regimen compared to the pivotal stud-
ies (52.9 vs. 17.7%).

In total, 110 (19.3%) of 571 patients in the SS and 92
(18.4%) of 499 patients in the mFAS were aged ≥65 years.
This mFAS subpopulation had a similar median seizure fre-
quency per 28 days at baseline compared with patients aged
<65 years (2.00 vs. 2.33), but presented with a shorter med-
ian duration of epilepsy (4.0 vs. 9.5 years) and a lower num-
ber of lifetime AEDs (71.7 vs. 57.7% had only 1–2 lifetime
AEDs) compared to patients aged <65 years. A higher pro-
portion of older patients took concomitant non-AEDs (78.2
vs. 45.8%, SS).

Table 1. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics and comparison with the pooled pivotal trial populationa

VITOBA
Pivotal

mFASb (n = 499) SSc (n = 571) Phase II/III trials SS (n = 1,308)d

Age, mean years (SD) 47.1 (17.0) 47.3 (17.0) 39.0 (11.8)d

≥65 years, n (%) 92 (18.4) 110 (19.3) 18 (1.4)

Female, n (%) 256 (51.3) 288 (50.4) 667 (51.0)d

Enrolled by, n (%)

Specialized epilepsy treatment unit 103 (20.6) NA NA

Outpatient hospital neurologic department 51 (10.2) NA NA

Office-based neurologist 345 (69.1) NA NA

BMI, mean kg/m2 (SD) 26.3 (5.13) 26.26 (5.05) 26.7 (6.1)

Seizure frequency per 28 days, median (range) 2.0 (0–504) 2.0 (0–504) 11.5d (NA)

POS without secondary generalization 1.67 (0–504) 1.67 (0–504) NA

POS with secondary generalization 0 (0–30) 0 (0–30) NA

Duration of epilepsy, median years (range) 8.0 (0–64) 8.0 (0–64) 24.0d (12.8e)

>5 years, n (%) 297 (59.5) 341 (59.7) NA

Lifetime AED use, n (%)f

1 190 (38.1) 206 (36.1)

2 111 (22.2) 128 (22.4) 286 (21.9)d

3 91 (18.2) 105 (18.4)

4–6 76 (15.2) 93 (16.3) 424 (32.4)d

≥7 31 (6.2) 39 (6.8) 587 (44.9)d

Baseline AEDs, n (%)

Overall SCB(+) 235 (47.1) 269 (47.1) 1,077 (82.3)d

Lamotrigine 118 (23.6) 134 (23.5) 408 (31.2)

Carbamazepine 67 (13.4) 72 (12.6) 463 (35.4)

Oxcarbazepine 43 (8.6) 52 (9.1) 231 (17.7)

Overall SCB(�) 264 (52.9) 313 (54.8) 231 (17.7)d

Levetiracetam 166 (33.3) 193 (33.8) 381 (29.1)

Valproate 53 (10.6) 67 (11.7) 308 (23.5)

Topiramate 19 (3.8) 24 (4.2) 291 (22.2)

Other 32 (6.4) 49 (8.6) 369 (28.2)

AED, antiepileptic drug; BMI, body mass index; FAS, full analysis set; mFAS, modified full analysis set; NA, not available; POS, partial-onset seizures; SCB(+),
traditional sodium channel blocker; SCB(�), not considered a traditional sodium channel blocker; SD, standard deviation; SS, safety set.

aBaseline demographic and clinical characteristics between the FAS (patients who received at least one dose of lacosamide and had a valid baseline and post-
baseline seizure frequency value) and mFAS were similar.

bPatients of the FAS, treated with in-label doses of lacosamide at any time during the study period.
cThe SS comprised all enrolled patients who were treated with at least one dose of lacosamide.
dIncludes patients randomized to placebo and patients randomized to lacosamide (all doses). Data from Sake et al.12
eStandard deviation.
fAED historically taken and discontinued, recorded at inclusion visit.
[Correction added after online publication on November 19, 2015: Data format in “Lifetime AED use” clarified.]
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The mean (SD) lacosamide dosage during the mainte-
nance phase (mFAS) was 279.2 (101.3) mg/day; the median
dosage during the maintenance phase (mFAS) was 300 mg/
day (range 50–400 mg/day). The median daily dose
(300 mg/day; range 50–400 mg/day) was similar when
patients were grouped by baseline AED and by SCB(+) or
SCB(�). Additional dosing information is shown in
Table 2.

Effectiveness
The proportion of patients achieving a ≥50% or ≥75%

responder rate increased from the 3-month interim visit to
the final visit. Similar ≥50% and ≥75% responder rates
were observed for the FAS and mFAS (Fig. 1A). Seizure-
freedom rates for the FAS were 44.3%, and 45.5% for
the mFAS. Seizure freedom and ≥50% or ≥75% respon-
der rates were 39.3%, 61.1%, and 54.5% for POS without
secondary generalization and 36.9%, 42.1% and 39.7%
for POS with secondary generalized seizures (mFAS). Of
238 patients who were seizure-free at the end of the
study, 225 had become seizure-free under treatment with
lacosamide compared to the 3-month retrospective base-
line. At study end, patients in the FAS and mFAS showed
an identical median reduction from baseline in combined
seizure frequency of 1.33 seizures. Similar results were
observed when seizure control was analyzed by use of
individual concomitant AEDs (Fig. 1B). Slightly higher
≥50% responder rates were observed in patients adding
lacosamide to valproate (80.6%) than in patients adding
lacosamide to other AEDs. Seizure freedom rates were
lower in patients receiving lacosamide and oxcarbazepine
relative to the other AEDs (Fig. 1B), which may have
been due to the higher median baseline seizure frequency

of patients initially treated with oxcarbazepine (3.33
[range 0.3–217.7]). Patients grouped by concomitant
SCB(�) AED use showed similar responder rates than
those adding lacosamide to a SCB(+) AED. Subgroup
analyses showed that improved seizure control was
achieved in patients who were prescribed one lifetime
baseline AED (mFAS, Fig. 2A) versus those who were
prescribed more. The odds of becoming a responder
decreased with increased number of lifetime AEDs with
respect to the groups of patients treated with one lifetime
AED (Fig. S1). For example, OR for seizure freedom
between patients with one versus six or more lifetime
AEDs was 0.23 (95% confidence interval [CI] 0.08–0.56).

Table 2. Maintenance phase lacosamide dosing for

overall study population and age group subanalysis

(mFAS)

Dose

Subjects

n (%)

Overall mFAS (n = 416): mean (SD) dosage 279.2 (101.3)

mg/day;

median dose 300 mg/day (range 50–400 mg/day)

<200 mg/day 44 (10.6)

200–300 mg/day 229 (55.0)

>300–400 mg/day 143 (34.4)

Age <65 years (n = 337): mean (SD) dosage 283.7 (99.7)

mg/day; median (range) dose 300 (50–400) mg/day

<200 mg/day 29 (8.6)

200–300 mg/day 187 (55.5)

>300–400 mg/day 121 (35.9)

Age ≥65 years (n = 79): mean (SD) dosage 260.1 (106.6)

mg/day; median dose 250 (range 50–400) mg/day.

<200 mg/day 15 (19.0)

200–300 mg/day 42 (53.2)

>300–400 mg/day 22 (27.8)

mFAS, modified full analysis set; SD, standard deviation.

Figure 1.

Seizure control and responder rates. Percentage calculations are

based on the number of subjects (N) at the final visit. (A) Compar-

ison between FAS and mFAS. (B) By concomitant baseline AED

(mFAS). AED, antiepileptic drug. FAS, full analysis set; mFAS, modi-

fied full analysis set; CBZ, carbamazepine; LEV, levetiracetam; LTG,

lamotrigine; OXC, oxcarbazepine; TPM, topiramate; VPA, val-

proate. SCB(+), sodium channel blocker; SCB(�), not considered

a traditional sodium channel blocker.
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Higher seizure freedom and responder (≥50% and ≥75%)
rates were observed in patients aged ≥65 years compared
with those <65 years (Fig. 2B). Odds ratio estimates sup-

port a difference in the response between these two sub-
groups (≥50% response: OR 1.79 [0.99–3.38]; ≥75%
response: OR 2.27 [1.30–4.10]; Fig. S1). Patients aged
≥65 years and taking one lifetime AED achieved higher sei-
zure freedom, ≥50%, and ≥75% responder rates (68.6%,
90.2%, and 90.2%) than patients <65 years (57.6%, 79.1%,
and 71.2%); this trend continued for the patients taking two
or more lifetime AEDs. Numerically higher responder rates
were observed for patients with ≤5 years of epilepsy dura-
tion versus patients with >5 years of duration achieving a
≥50% (76.3 vs. 69.8%) and ≥75% (71.2 vs. 59.0%) response
to lacosamide treatment (Fig. 2C). Seizure freedom rates
also were numerically higher in patients with ≤5 years of
epilepsy duration than in patients with >5 years of duration
(52.5 vs. 41.0%) with an OR (95% CI) of 1.59 (1.09–2.32)
(Fig. S1).

A greater proportion of patients achieving ≥50% reduc-
tion in seizure frequency from baseline at the final visit
(mFAS) was observed in patients treated by office-based
neurologists (80.2%) than those treated by hospital-based
neurologists (60.0%) or epilepsy centers (52.0%). This also
was reflected in patients achieving ≥75% responder rates
(71.8%, 56.0%, and 40.0%, respectively), and the propor-
tion achieving seizure freedom (50.9%, 38.0%, and
31.0%). OR estimates support the existence of a larger
response in patients treated by office-based neurologists
(Fig. S1). Similar ≥50% (75.0 vs. 72.1%) and ≥75% (63.3
vs. 63.8%) responder rates were observed in patients with
(n = 60, mFAS) or without (n = 434, mFAS) intelligence
impairment; seizure freedom rates were numerically higher
in patients without intelligence impairment compared to
those with intelligence impairment (46.8 vs. 36.7%).

CGI-C questionnaire responses showed that 66.4% of
patients (328/494; mFAS) were judged by the treating
physician to be “much improved” to “very much improved,”
and 78.3% of patients (387/494) were “minimally
improved” to “very much improved” compared with base-
line. Conversely, 5.3% of patients (26/494) were judged to
be “minimally worse” to “very much worse” following
treatment. “No change” was seen in 14.2% (70/494) of
patients.

Safety and tolerability
Overall, 48.5% of patients (277/571, SS) experienced a

TEAE (Table 3), of which 28.7% (164/571) of patients

Figure 2.

Subgroup responder rate (percentage of patients who experienced

a ≥50% and ≥75% reduction in seizure frequency or seizure free-

dom compared with baseline) analyses at the final visit (mFAS).

Percentage calculations are based on the number of subjects (N) at

the final 6-month visit. (A) Number of lifetime AEDs. (B) Age sub-

group analysis. (C) Duration of epilepsy. AEDs, antiepileptic drugs;

mFAS, modified full analysis set.
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experienced a lacosamide-related TEAE, and 9.8% (56/
571) experienced a serious TEAE. The most common (≥2%
of patients; N = 571, SS) lacosamide treatment-related
TEAEs included fatigue (10.3%), dizziness (8.8%), nausea
(3.0%), and headache (2.6%). A total of eight patients
(1.4%) reported cardiac TEAEs, which were thought to be
lacosamide-related in four patients (0.7%). TEAEs led to
lacosamide discontinuation in 10.6% (61/573) of enrolled
patients. The most common TEAEs (≥1% of patients; SS)
that led to discontinuation were dizziness (2.8%), fatigue
(1.6%), and nausea (1.2%).

The incidences of overall TEAEs were similar in patients
aged ≥65 years (45.5%, 50/110) compared with patients
aged <65 years (49.2%, 227/461) (Table 4). Overall, the
frequency of cardiac TEAEs was 1.8% (2/110, SS) in
patients aged ≥65 years and 1.3% (6/461) in patients aged
<65 years; none of the cardiac TEAEs were thought to be
lacosamide related in patients aged ≥65 years, and 0.9% (4/
461) were thought to be treatment related in younger
patients. A greater proportion of patients aged ≥65 years
reported serious TEAEs (15.5%, 17/110) than patients aged
<65 years (8.5%; 39/461), although only a minority of these
were considered to be treatment related (2.7 vs. 1.7%,
respectively). A similar proportion of patients aged ≥65
years (8.2%, 9/110) and patients aged <65 years (11.3%,
52/461) discontinued lacosamide therapy due to TEAEs.

Fewer patients enrolled by office-based neurologists
reported TEAEs (41.2%) than patients enrolled at epilepsy
centers or by hospital-based neurologists (64.8% and
64.3%, respectively, SS). The profile of common TEAEs
was similar across patient subgroups, except for alopecia,
which was reported by seven (5.7%) patients enrolled by
epilepsy centers but none enrolled by hospital- or office-
based neurologists. Serious TEAEs were reported in 13.1%
of patients enrolled at epilepsy centers, 23.2% by hospital-
based neurologists, and 6.9% of patients enrolled by
office-based neurologists. TEAEs led to lacosamide discon-

tinuation in 18.9% patients enrolled at epilepsy centers,
8.9% by hospital-based neurologists, and 8.4% by office-
based neurologists.

The overall rates of TEAEs reported by patients taking
specific concomitant baseline AEDs ranged from 41.7%
(carbamazepine) to 52.2% (topiramate) (Table 4). The rate
of serious TEAEs ranged from 4.3% (topiramate) to 14.6%
(valproate). TEAEs leading to discontinuation ranged from
5.8% (oxcarbazepine) to 17.4% (topiramate) and were high-
est when lacosamide was added to valproate or topiramate
(Table 4). Any and serious TEAEs were reported at similar
rates in patients taking a concomitant SCB(+) AEDs and
those taking an SCB(�). Lower percentages of patients tak-
ing an SCB(+) experienced TEAEs leading to discontinua-
tion than patients taking an SCB(�) (8.9 vs. 12.1%)
(Table 4).

Similar rates of any TEAEs were observed across each of
the approved dosages for lacosamide during the mainte-
nance phase of the study (Table 4). Patients taking
>400 mg/day (nonapproved dose and protocol violation)
reported higher frequencies of TEAEs and serious TEAEs
than patients taking approved doses of lacosamide
(≤400 mg/day).

Discussion
This real-world study assessed the effectiveness, safety,

and tolerability of lacosamide in patients treated with one

Table 3. Incidence of any TEAEs and TEAEs related to

lacosamide

N = 571 patients

Any TEAEa

n (%)

Lacosamide-related TEAE

n (%)

Any 277 (48.5) 164 (28.7)

Fatigue 71 (12.4) 59 (10.3)

Dizziness 63 (11.0) 50 (8.8)

Convulsion 29 (5.1) 10 (1.8)

Headache 24 (4.2) 15 (2.6)

Nausea 21 (3.7) 17 (3.0)

Depression 17 (3.0) 7 (1.2)

Tremor 15 (2.6) 9 (1.6)

Gait disturbance 14 (2.5) 11 (1.9)

Somnolence 12 (2.1) 11 (1.9)

TEAE, treatment-emergent adverse event.
aIn ≥2% of patients.

Table 4. Incidence of TEAEs by baseline AED, age, and

dosing subgroups

N = 571 patients

Any

TEAE

n (%)

Serious

TEAE

n (%)

TEAE leading to

discontinuation

n (%)

Baseline AED

SCB(+), n = 269a 124 (46.1) 23 (8.6) 24 (8.9)

Lamotrigine, n = 134 64 (47.8) 13 (9.7) 15 (11.2)

Carbamazepine, n = 72 30 (41.7) 4 (5.6) 6 (8.3)

Oxcarbazepine, n = 52 26 (50.0) 5 (9.6) 3 (5.8)

SCB(�), n = 313a
157 (50.2) 34 (10.9) 38 (12.1)

Levetiracetam, n = 193 100 (51.8) 20 (10.4) 18 (9.3)

Valproate, n = 82 37 (45.1) 12 (14.6) 14 (17.1)

Topiramate, n = 23 12 (52.2) 1 (4.3) 4 (17.4)

Age

<65 years, n = 461 227 (49.2) 39 (8.5) 52 (11.3)

≥65 years, n = 110 50 (45.5) 17 (15.5) 9 (8.2)

Maintenance dose

<200 mg/day, n = 48 24 (50.0) 6 (12.5) NAb

200–300 mg/day, n = 240 104 (43.3) 21 (8.8) NAb

>300–400 mg/day, n = 161 59 (36.6) 11 (6.8) NAb

>400 mg/day, n = 17 12 (70.6) 4 (23.5) NAb

AED, antiepileptic drug; NA, not available; SCB(+), traditional sodium chan-
nel blocker; SCB(�), not considered a traditional sodium channel blocker;
TEAE, treatment-emergent adverse event.

aEleven patients belong to both groups.
bThe actual maintenance dose was not calculated for subjects who termi-

nated the study prematurely.
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concomitant AED early in treatment. In this study, 72.5%
and 63.8% of the patients achieved a ≥50% and ≥75%
reduction in seizure frequency, and 45.5% attained seizure
freedom at the final visit of the 6-month observation period,
taking approved doses of lacosamide as a rather early
adjunctive treatment with a broad range of baseline AED
monotherapies. These observations are consistent with
recent observational studies in which the treatment response
to lacosamide was greater when added early in treatment
(i.e., to one or two previous AEDs) compared to patients
later in their treatment (more than three previous
AEDs).17,18 The responder rates observed in our study are
higher than those reported from the pooled pivotal trial anal-
ysis, where 44.3% of patients in the maintenance phase
(ITTm population) taking 400 mg/day lacosamide achieved
a ≥50% reduction in seizure frequency from baseline.13

These results and those from the pivotal studies are difficult
to compare directly due to differences in baseline patient
characteristics and study design. For example, patients in
the pivotal trials were more treatment resistant compared to
patients in the VITOBA study, which included a high per-
centage of patients early in their treatment.

The addition of lacosamide in patients from an early pop-
ulation in the present study was generally well tolerated.
The most common lacosamide-related TEAEs consisted of
nervous system events, including fatigue (10.3%), dizziness
(8.8%), and nausea (3.0%), and these also were identified as
common TEAEs in the lacosamide pivotal trials.9–11 TEAEs
led to lacosamide discontinuation in 10.6% of all patients
enrolled in the study, in contrast to the pooled analysis of
the pivotal trials, with 17–38% of patients discontinuing
treatment when adding 200–600 mg/day lacosamide to 1–3
baseline AEDs.13

Epilepsy incidence is higher in earlier and later life.19

Because no upper age limit was specified in the inclusion
criteria in the current study, a greater proportion of patients
were aged ≥65 years than in the pivotal trials (n = 92/499
[18.4%] vs. 18/1,308 [1.4%] in the pooled trials). Therefore,
compared to the pivotal trials, this study provides observa-
tional data on the efficacy and tolerability of adjunctive
lacosamide in a greater number of elderly patients rather
early in their epilepsy treatment. In keeping with the previ-
ous evidence that fewer treatment-refractory patients
respond better to early adjunctive therapy, patients aged
≥65 years achieved seizure control more frequently than
younger patients. The incidence of TEAEs was similar in
patients aged ≥65 years compared with those aged
<65 years. Although patients ≥65 years reported a numeri-
cally greater number of nonrelated serious TEAEs than
patients <65 years, similar numbers of elderly and younger
patients reported any TEAE or TEAEs that led to discontin-
uation. Overall, 1.4% of patients reported cardiac TEAEs
during the study. The frequency of lacosamide-related car-
diac TEAEs was low for younger patients (0.9%), and none
were reported for older patients. It is worth noting that the

mean (SD) lacosamide dosage for the patients aged
≥65 years was 260.1 (106.6) mg/day versus 283.7 (99.7)
mg/day for the patients aged <65 years. The differences in
dosing notwithstanding, these data indicate that lacosamide
may be effective and well tolerated as add-on therapy in
patients aged ≥65 years treated with only one AED.

Adjunctive lacosamide improved seizure control in a
higher proportion of patients enrolled by office-based neu-
rologists than patients enrolled by hospital-based neurolo-
gists or epilepsy centers. These differences in efficacy and
tolerability underscore the dependency of patient baseline
demographics and epilepsy disease severity across the dif-
ferent center types on treatment outcomes. TEAEs were
reported by fewer patients managed by office-based neurol-
ogists than by patients managed by hospital-based neurolo-
gists or epilepsy centers. The reason for this finding is likely
related to the underlying differences in patient characteris-
tics or epilepsy severity; patients enrolled in specialized epi-
lepsy treatment centers would have more serious disease
with a longer duration and treatment history. These results
should be interpreted with caution due to the relatively small
numbers of patients in each subgroup. However, the results
of the current study provide important insights for physi-
cians at different treatment sites on the expected outcomes
of adjunctive lacosamide treatment based on their patients’
treatment profile.

Some studies suggest additive or synergistic effects in
efficacy as well as tolerability of the certain AED combina-
tions.12,18 In this study, lacosamide-treatment response also
was analyzed according to concomitant baseline AED.
Some combinations of adjunctive lacosamide therapy with
one baseline AED resulted in numerically greater seizure
freedom than others (lacosamide+topiramate: 52.6% [10/19
patients] vs. lacosamide+oxcarbazepine: 32.6% [14/43
patients]). Grouping AEDs by mechanism of action [SCB
(+) vs. SCB(�)] revealed similar improvements in seizure
control (≥50%, ≥75% responder, seizure freedom rates). In
general, the study indicates that improvement in seizure
control with lacosamide was achieved independent of base-
line AED. To confirm if the response to lacosamide is sig-
nificantly influenced by any baseline AED, large
randomized controlled studies with different single baseline
AEDs would be necessary.

In the current study, the seizure freedom rates for the
lacosamide SCB(�) and SCB(+) combinations were
48.7% versus 42.1%. These seizure freedom rates are in
the range of other observational data, such as the LACO-
EXP study.18 The LACO-EXP study was a retrospective,
observational study in patients with POS starting on
adjunctive lacosamide at baseline.18 When lacosamide
was used early in treatment (as with many VITOBA study
patients) as the first and second add-on, seizure freedom
rates were 57.8% and 27.8%, respectively, and response
rates were 80.0% and 70.4%. It is important to note that
VITOBA was a 6-month prospective study, whereas
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LACO-EXP was a 12-month retrospective study. In the
early add-on population, Villanueva reported that a
greater proportion of patients treated with a lacosamide
SCB(�) combination achieved seizure freedom compared
to an SCB(+) combination (52.1% vs. 32.7%); the differ-
ences were not statistically significant (p = 0.067).18

Although p-values were not calculated in VITOBA, the
differences in the seizure-freedom rates between the laco-
samide SCB(�) and SCB(+) treatment groups (48.7% and
42.1%) are observably smaller than the differences in sei-
zure freedom rates between the SCB(�) and SCB(+) com-
binations observed in LACO-EXP.

The incidence of any TEAEs, serious TEAEs, or
TEAEs leading to discontinuation in this study were simi-
lar in patients receiving an SCB(�) (50.2%, 10.9%,
12.1%) compared to patients receiving an SCB(+) AED
(any, 46.1%; serious, 8.6%; discontinuation, 8.9%). In
LACO-EXP, 31.9% of patients treated with an SCB(�)
and lacosamide experienced a TEAE compared to 42.5%
of patients treated with a lacosamide SCB(+) combination
after 12-months of treatment.18 Overall, these differences
may be due to baseline differences in patient characteris-
tics including duration of disease, monthly seizure fre-
quency (indicative of greater disease severity), and being
refractory to AED treatment.18 Patients included in our
study were recruited earlier in their epilepsy treatment
(median 8.0 years) and 58.5% had been taking two or
fewer AEDs. In addition, compared with LACO-EXP, a
higher proportion of patients in this study were treated
with baseline SCB(�) AEDs (52.9% vs. 27.6%), which
may be reflective of the real-world treatment patterns of
patients with epilepsy specific to Germany.18 Taken
together, these results suggest that lacosamide, combined
with either an SCB(�) or SCB(+), results in a high and
similar proportion of patients achieving seizure control
and a favorable tolerability outcome.

Several different types of treatment centers and physi-
cians enrolled patients in order to form a patient cohort that
mimics the real-world clinical setting in Germany. Patient
enrollment was guided under inclusion criteria defined by
the Summary of Product Characteristics for lacosamide8

and the treatment decision was left to the physician’s discre-
tion, reflecting daily clinical practice. However, although
seizure reporting was consistent between the 3-month retro-
spective baseline and during the study treatment period, the
possibility of inherent reporting bias due to spontaneous sei-
zure reporting cannot be dismissed. Despite this limitation,
the results from this real-world analysis suggest that the effi-
cacy and tolerability of lacosamide, previously demon-
strated in three double-blind, placebo-controlled trials,
translate into good effectiveness and tolerability in patients
with less treatment-refractory epilepsy treated with only
one concomitant AED in daily clinical practice.

In conclusion, this was the largest prospective dataset for
lacosamide when added to one baseline AED early in the

treatment of patients with POS. When added to any baseline
AED, lacosamide demonstrated effectiveness in obtaining
numerically higher seizure freedom and responder rates
compared to patients in the pivotal clinical trials. Further-
more, this study demonstrated the effectiveness, safety, and
tolerability profile of early adjunctive lacosamide when
added to one AED in the elderly population.
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Additional Supporting Information may be found in the

online version of this article:
Figure S1. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals by

age groups, duration of epilepsy, center type, and number of
lifetime AED use (mFAS). (A) Patients experiencing a
≥50% reduction in seizure frequency. (B) Patients experi-
encing a ≥75% reduction in seizure frequency. (C) Patients
experiencing seizure freedom. AEDs, antiepileptic drugs.
mFAS, modified full analysis set.
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